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LIST OF SUBJECT HEADINGS

The following is a list of all subject headings in this index, arranged alphabetically.

ADMINISTRATIVE LAW
BAR ASSOCIATION
BAR PROCEEDINGS
COMMEMORATIVE COMMENTARY
CONTRACTS
CRIMINAL LAW
DEBTORS AND CREDITORS
EMPLOYMENT LAW
ENERGY LAW
ETHICS
FAMILY LAW
FEDERAL PREEMPTION
GAMING LAW
IMMIGRATION
INDIAN LAW
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
LEGISLATION
LOBBYING
NORTH DAKOTA LAW
NORTH DAKOTA SUPREME COURT REVIEW
OIL AND GAS LAW
PRISONS
PRODUCTS LIABILITY
PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITY
REAL PROPERTY
SENTENCING AND PUNISHMENT
TORTS
UNITED STATES SUPREME COURT
WILDLIFE

ADMINISTRATIVE LAW
87:571, No. 4; The Scenic Protections of the Clean Air Act. John Copeland Nagle.

BAR ASSOCIATION
87:457, No. 3; Proceedings of the One Hundred Twelfth Annual Meeting of the North Dakota State Bar Association.

BAR PROCEEDINGS
87:457, No. 3; Proceedings of the One Hundred Twelfth Annual Meeting of the North Dakota State Bar Association.

COMMENORATIVE COMMENTARY
87:195, No. 2; Ronald N. Davies, My Friend. Myron H. Bright.
87:203, No. 2; Remembering Judge Ronald N. Davies: A Giant Among Us. Ralph R. Erickson.
87:223, No. 2; Commentary on a Courageous and Fair-Minded Jurist. Carlton J. Hunke.

CONTRACTS
87:703, No. 4; The Fine Print Matters: Negotiating an Oil and Gas Lease in North Dakota. Joshua A. Swanson.

CRIMINAL LAW
87:85, No. 1; The Failing Promise of Padilla: How Padilla v. Kentucky Should Have Changed the Game in North Dakota, but Did Not. Nicholas D. Thornton.

DEBTORS AND CREDITORS
87:255, No. 2; The Prohibition Against Recovering Attorney Fees in Mortgage Foreclosure: It’s Time for Delinquent Debtors to Pay the Piper in North Dakota. Stephen D. Larson.

EMPLOYMENT LAW
87:166, No. 1; The Domestic Violence Leave Act: The Need for Victim Workplace Leave on a Federal Level and in North Dakota. Danielle Krause.

ENERGY LAW
87:475; No. 4; Introduction: Avoiding Dutch Disease and Bad Policy Choices. Owen L. Anderson.
87:535, No. 4; Development’s Victim or Its Beneficiary?: The Impact of Oil and Gas Development on the Fort Berthold Indian Reservation. Raymond Cross.
87:571, No. 4; The Scenic Protections of the Clean Air Act. John Copeland Nagle.
87:603, No. 4; Minimizing Species Disputes in Energy Siting: Utilizing Natural Heritage Inventories. Lee Paddock and Lea Colasuonno.
87:691, No. 4; Rethinking a Twenty-First Century Model for Energy Development. A.L. Parlow.
87:703, No. 4; The Fine Print Matters: Negotiating an Oil and Gas Lease in North Dakota. Joshua A. Swanson.
87:717, No. 4; Environmental Concerns While North Dakota Resists Regulation: Should Citizens be Concerned? Heather Ash.

ETHICS
FAMILY LAW
87:166, No. 1; The Domestic Violence Leave Act: The Need for Victim Workplace Leave on a Federal Level and in North Dakota. Danielle Krause.

FEDERAL PREEMPTION

GAMING LAW
87:299, No. 3; Why do All Casinos Seem to be the Same? A Glance Into Casino Games, Gambling Machines and the Doctrine of Fair Use. Eric D. Gorman.

IMMIGRATION
87:85, No. 1; The Failing Promise of Padilla: How Padilla v. Kentucky should Have Changed the Game in North Dakota, but Did Not. Nicholas D. Thornton.

INDIAN LAW
87:535, No. 4; Development’s Victim or Its Beneficiary?: The Impact of Oil and Gas Development on the Fort Berthold Indian Reservation. Raymond Cross.

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

LEGISLATION

LOBBYING
87:58, No. 1; Lawyering and Lobbying: The Discipline of Public Policy Advocacy. Levi D. Andrist and Joel Gilbertson.
NORTH DAKOTA LAW
87:85, No. 1; The Failing Promise of Padilla: How Padilla v. Kentucky Should Have Changed the Game in North Dakota, but Did Not. Nicholas D. Thornton.
87:138, No.1; North Dakota’s Seat Belt Defense: It’s Time for North Dakota to Statutorily Adopt the Doctrine of Avoidable Consequences. Lindsay M. Harris.
87:166, No. 1; The Domestic Violence Leave Act: The Need for Victim Workplace Leave on a Federal Level and in North Dakota. Danielle Krause.
87:233, No. 2; Collision of Negligence Theory: Does a “Blackout” Constitute an Unavoidable, Sudden Emergency in North Dakota? Vanessa L. Anderson.
87:255, No. 2; The Prohibition Against Recovering Attorney Fees in Mortgage Foreclosure: It’s Time for Delinquent Debtors to Pay the Piper in North Dakota. Stephen D. Larson.
87:343, No. 3; Limitations on Easements in North Dakota May Have Unintended Consequences for Qualified Conservation Easement Charitable Contributions. Jon J. Jensen.
87:535, No. 4; Development’s Victim or Its Beneficiary?: The Impact of Oil and Gas Development on the Fort Berthold Indian Reservation. Raymond Cross.
87:571, No. 4; The Scenic Protections of the Clean Air Act. John Copeland Nagle.
87:603, No. 4; Minimizing Species Disputes in Energy Siting: Utilizing Natural Heritage Inventories. Lee Paddock and Lea Colasuonno.
87:703, No. 4; The Fine Print Matters: Negotiating an Oil and Gas Lease in North Dakota. Joshua A. Swanson.
87:717, No. 4; EPA Launches Hydraulic Fracturing Study to Investigate Health and Environmental Concerns While North Dakota Resists Regulation: Should Citizens be Concerned? Heather Ash.
NORTH DAKOTA SUPREME COURT REVIEW
87:419, No.2; North Dakota Supreme Court Review.

OIL AND GAS LAW
87:535, No. 4; Development’s Victim or Its Beneficiary?: The Impact of Oil and Gas Development on the Fort Berthold Indian Reservation. Raymond Cross.
87:703, No. 4; The Fine Print Matters: Negotiating an Oil and Gas Lease in North Dakota. Joshua A. Swanson.
87:717, No. 4; EPA Launches Hydraulic Fracturing Study to Investigate Health and Environmental Concerns While North Dakota Resists Regulation: Should Citizens be Concerned? Heather Ash.

PRISONS

PRODUCTS LIABILITY

PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITY

REAL PROPERTY
87:255, No. 2; The Prohibition Against Recovering Attorney Fees in Mortgage Foreclosure: It’s Time for Delinquent Debtors to Pay the Piper in North Dakota. Stephen D. Larson.
87:343, No. 3; Limitations on Easements in North Dakota May Have Unintended Consequences for Qualified Conservation Easement Charitable Contributions. Jon J. Jensen.

SENTENCING AND PUNISHMENT

TORTS
87:138, No.1; North Dakota’s Seat Belt Defense: It’s Time for North Dakota to Statutorily Adopt the Doctrine of Avoidable Consequences. Lindsay M. Harris.
87:233, No. 2; Collision of Negligence Theory: Does a “Blackout” Constitute an Unavoidable, Sudden Emergency in North Dakota? Vanessa L. Anderson.

UNITED STATES SUPREME COURT
87:85, No. 1; The Failing Promise of *Padilla*: How *Padilla v. Kentucky* Should Have Changed the Game in North Dakota, but Did Not. Nicholas D. Thornton.
WILDLIFE
87:603, No. 4; Minimizing Species Disputes in Energy Siting: Utilizing Natural Heritage Inventories. Lee Paddock and Lea Colasuonno.